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Report 
 

 
Interview with Reporter 

 
 

First contact with Investigated Student 
 
 

        
CMD 

A student who believes that he or 
she had a medical or mental 

disorder that contributed to the 
commission of an Honor Offense 

can request a CMD hearing 
during this 7 day period.  

Full Investigation 
If the student does not elect a CMD or an IR, a 

full Honor Investigation will take place. 
 

Informed Retraction (IR) 
A student wishing to file an IR must 
complete the IR form* and submit 
such form to the VCI and VCH 

within the 7 day “IR period.”  
 
 
 
 

If the CMD claim is ultimately 
denied and the case is returned to 

Honor, this student can still elect to 
file an IR. 

Investigative Panel 
Hearing to determine accusation or drop 

Honor Probation 
A student who files an IR is 

immediately placed on “Honor 
Probation,” but is permitted to 

remain enrolled during the current 
term, subject to any restrictions or 
limitations imposed by the school, 
department, or course in question. 

 
 

 Drop Accuse 
Accuse if evidence supports 

an accusation by a 
standard of “more likely 

than not.” 
 

Honor Leave of Absence 
At the beginning of the subsequent 

Fall or Spring semester, the “Honor 
Leave of Absence” will commence, 
and the student will effectively be 
suspended until 2 full academic 

semesters (1 fall and one spring) have 
elapsed. 

 CMD Hearing 
Accused student 

requests formal hearing 
and selects or is assigned 

advocates. 

LAG 
Student 
leaves 

admitting 
guilt. 

 
 

 
 

  
Guilty 

Four fifths of panelists 
vote that Act and 
Knowledge were 
present; a simple 

majority vote that it 
was Significant. 

 
Not Guilty  
Case dropped 

*In order to have the IR Form 
deemed complete, and accepted by the 
Vice Chairs, the student will need to 
obtain the signatures of the “affected 
parties,” as well as a signature from 
a Dean certifying that they completed 

an exit meeting. 

 


